
Shadow Play


By its nature, all visual art is an exercise in optical illusion. The act of perception forces the mind’s 
eye to translate dark and light into form, and assign form meaning. Humans develop this skill in 
infancy, integrating it into automatic learning so that it is as natural as breathing. The work of the 
artist is to play with this basic human function to inspire, to educate, to question, to provoke. 


Shadow Play, the marriage of paintings by Muse Gallery director, Kaye McGarva, and ceramics by 
Dunedin-based sculptor, Alice Rose, engages its audience on this elemental level. Perception is 
paired back to its roots with a series of deceptively simple pieces which subtly challenge the 
viewer to question what it is that they know to be real.


Eight augmentative canvasses dominate the space. Created over the last half year, McGarva’s 
Crease Paintings examine shadow and light in duochrome, largely greyscale with a few rendered 
in a teal and black palette. They are studies in texture, evocative of crumpled cloth or scrunched 
paper but hinting to topography, wave scapes, or even wrinkled skin. Her painting process, acrylic 
and airbrush medium manipulated with an air compressor, gives the surface of the canvas a flat 
photographic quality, contrasting harmoniously with her subject matter. They have no fixed 
orientation but could be turned with the seasons, each aspect revealing different perspectives on 
their abstract yet intimately familiar terrains.


Enveloped on three sides by the painted works are Rose’s Mirage Vases. Nine vessels of varying 
size bamboozle the eyes, as though caught in the act of transition between the second and third 
dimension. They are masters of construction, from one aspect just wide enough to stand, from 
the front their robust girth accentuated by a variety of painted on sketch techniques to give the 
illusion of depth. Some have the appearance of a charcoal or pencil drawing, applied shadows 
vying with those cast by their very nature. Others have a pop art, graphic quality with clearly 
defined contours outlined in bold. There are nods to function in the refracted flower stem, the 
nostalgic blue lined baking bowl that could never be used for baking, the painted on meniscus of 
a liquid that the opaque porcelain forms may or may not contain. 


Though rendered in vastly different media, the works connect with a similar quality, stimulating the 
parts of the brain that translate vision into meaning. The very act of creating a work of art is to 
peddle a lie. Inert paint and canvas, porcelain and pigment, pose as something dynamic, forcing 
the audience to imagine something greater than the sum of its parts. The genius of work such as 
this is that it examines the nature of this universally accepted falsehood and exposes it, wrapping 
it in a layer of truth. There is an authenticity to this subtle subversion. By raising questions about 
the very way in which we make sense of the world around us, we are led into a liminal state. The 
mind is shaken loose from the ordinary and mundane and forced into the realms of imagination, 
working to derive meaning, as is our inherent human impulse. The juxtaposition of flatness and 
texture, shadow and light elevate the act of perception from the eye to the mind. These are works 
that keep giving, the dry paint and set porcelain just the beginning of a conversation between the 
artists and those lucky enough to be in the presence of the work.


